If you like...

Graphic Novels
you might like ...
Outcast by Robert Kirkman (GN KIRKMAN, R.)
Marbles by Ellen Forney (GN FORNEY, E.)

Cartoonist Ellen Forney explores the relationship between "crazy" and "creative" in this graphic
memoir of her bipolar disorder, woven with stories of famous bipolar artists and writers.

Jessica Jones uncaged! by Brian Michael Bendis (GN BENDIS, B.)
Rosalie Lightning : A Graphic Memoir by Tom Hart (GN HART, T.)
Hart creatively portrays the solace he discovers in nature, philosophy, great works of literature, and
art across all mediums in this expressively honest and loving tribute to his baby girl.

Wonder Woman. Volume 1, The Lies by Greg Rucka (GN RUCKA, G.)
Kingdom Come by Mark Waid (GN WAID, M.)

Everything is Teeth by Evie Wyld (GN WYLD, E.)
The author presents a collection of the memories she brought home to England, a book about family,
love and the irresistible forces that pass through life unseen, under the surface, ready to emerge at any
point.

Cruising through the Louvre by David Prudhomme (GN PRUDHOMME, D. )
The Sandman by Neil Gaiman (GN GAIMAN, N.)
Sick by Gabby Schulz (GN SCHULZ, G.)
A graphic document of 15 days of physical, mental & societal collapse. Part autobiography, part
autopsy, it probes the hidden spaces between health & disease, happiness & despair, delusion &
clarity.

Captain America and the Mighty Avengers by Al Ewing (GN EWING, A.)
Star Wars. Vol. 1, Skywalker Strikes by Jason Aaron (GN STAR WARS)
Lovf by Jesse Reklaw (GN BIOG REKLAW, J.)
This sketchbook chronicles the encounters, and the state of mind they create, of a mentally ill man on
the run. Homeless and broke after giving all his stuff to punk-rock heroin dealers, he ends up off his
meds and on a secret quest from Portland to Brooklyn, DC, LA, San Francisco, and Seattle.

The Fade Out : Act One by Ed Brubaker (GN BRUBAKER, E.)
Breaking Cat News by Georgia Dunn (GN DUNN, G.)
Cynical, no-nonsense Elvis and shy, sweet, sensitive Puck, are the reporter kitties in the field, while the
adventurous jokester Lupin serves as anachor cat. Togehter they break headlines on the food bowl,
new plants, mysterious red dots, strange cats in the yard, and all the daily happenings in their home.

Over Easy by Mimi Pond (GN POND, M.)
My Friend Dahmer by Derf (GN BACKDERF, D.)
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